
Video Slot

FRUIT DISCO

What could be more exciting than an invigorating fruit 
theme played out in an ultra-modern neon framework, all 
neatly tied together by Evoplay’s dedicated design team?

Fruit Disco is not just your average fruit-inspired 
adventure, but a real fruit party utilizing a Match 3 style 
that triggers a unique Dance Pattern feature. 

The Dance Pattern feature transports lucky players to the 
tantalising atmosphere of a new, more up-beat dance 
floor with dynamic music, where they can form winning 
clusters of mammoth proportions, bringing players the 
huge potential for big wins!

The dance floor is all yours in our brand new, 
neon-inspired adventure, Fruit Disco!



Information

Game Summary

FULL HD (16:9)

HIGH HIGH

VIDEO SLOT

Yes

 

Yes

HTML5

96.01%

Win Amount

Mobile + desktop

Mobile vertical

Reels (for slots)

Rows (for slots)

Bet lines (for slots)

Min bet (EUR)

Max bet (EUR)

Hit Frequency

Dance Pattern feature

Game Resolution

Vertical View

Volatility

Game Type

RTP

Platforms

Mobile

Technology

Yes

Yes

8

8

Match-3

0.1

75

38%

1 in 17

Big Win

Huge Win

Mega Win

Epic Win 

1 in  203

1 in 290

1 in 372

1 in 998

Max payout for times bet 
observed in 500 million spins: 

3840

288 000

Main Game

Max Win in EUR

Game Features

STICKY WILD
Sticky Wild symbols can 
substitute for any symbol. Sticky 
Wilds that form a win trigger the 
Dance Pattern feature.

DANCE PATTERN FEATURE
When a Sticky Wild forms at least 
one winning cluster, it stands still 
and creates the Dance Pattern on 
the cells that surround it. The size 
of the Dance Pattern increases 
when a Sticky Wild forms a 
winning cluster.

When there are no more wins all 
symbols on the Dance Pattern 
are replaced with a random 
regular symbol, creating a new 
winning cluster.


